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According to Business Insider, 



Stock Trader is the second most 
stressful job on Wall St.,



Right after Investment Banking.



And according to the American 
Institute of Stress,



The top three reasons for stress are 
money, work and the economy



73% of people have stress that is 
affecting their mental health 



It’s more important than ever to 
find ways to lower stress levels



If you’ve failed at this in the past, 
it’s NOT your fault



There’s a lot of misinformation 
about trading,



And it can be confusing and cause 
you more stress



Common Misconceptions

× Can’t trade with a full-time job

× Need a lot of time to study markets

× Need large amount to start

× Need degree or credentials, etc.



Common Misconceptions

× It’s risky

× Trading for profits is somehow unethical

× Trading isn’t helping anyone

× You need a broker or advisor



These misconceptions can delay your 
success - or worse - cause you to give up



If you’ve been concerned in the 
past that you can’t do this,



I’m here to tell you that 
YOU CAN LIKELY DO THIS



A lot of it comes down to having 
the right teacher



Here’s what you want to have going in…

• Basic math skills

• Passion for trading

• Time ( 4 Min on Friday afternoon )

• Long-term Mindset



IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER!
The information presented and made available on any company content is intended for 
educational purposes only. Trade at your own risk. The information is not and should not be 
confused with investment advice and does not attempt or claim to be a complete description of 
any specific securities or markets, but rather educational examples of the application of 
technical analysis to the market. This information has been presented and prepared without 
regard to any particular person's investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs 
because course attendees come from diverse backgrounds, with diverse objectives and 
financial situations. This information is of a general nature only so you should seek advice from 
your broker or other investment advisors as appropriate before taking any action. Your licensed 
securities professional, financial consultant, or tax advisor best renders investment advice. The 
opinions and analyses included herein are based on sources and data believed to be reliable 
and are presented in good faith; however, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied 
is made as to their completeness or accuracy. It is imperative to understand your investment 
risks since all stock and option investments involve significant risk. The Inflection Point Inc., dba 
TIP Inc., in addition to all individuals of the company, are not liable for expenses (including 
attorney fees) and/or damages arising out of claims resulting from the use of this educational 
content. The Inflection Point Inc. is not a licensed investment advisor. 
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▪ Roadmap to $1M with $1,000



The final missing piece is learning 
how to double fast



The big prop firms want you to 
think you can’t do this,



And that it’s too complex and too 
time consuming



And that’s just NOT true



You don’t need a lot of time, but 
you do need the understanding



When you are considering 
partnering with a company,



Just make sure the numbers 
make sense to you



We are going to share our numbers 
here in a moment,



But first I want to say,



We’re a completely independent 
source with a very unique approach 



You won’t find this system and 
strategy anywhere else on the market



It’s simple, consistent, has great 
results, and isn’t time consuming



▪ Keys to Trading Stress Free

• Basic Understanding

• Having a plan

• Setting up a System

• Tracking 4 Key Metrics



And we’re going to share how to 
access our knowledge,



But first, let me share some of my 
Qual’s and why you should listen



▪ Qualifications



Before I share some real yearly 
numbers, I want to caution you,



I’ve been doing this for +14 years



Don’t expect similar returns without 
a great strategy and system



▪ Qualifications



This was a team effort



It’s often your network that 
drives your net worth



Personal connections matter



That’s why I also want to share my story, 
who I am, and where I’m coming from



This is me,

And here’s my story…



It all started when my grandfather planted the 
seed to trade… 



Growing up, he was the only person I knew who 
traded individual stocks



He would always be watching the markets



It was his house and lifestyle that got me 
interested in trading in the markets



I started working as an Engineer shortly after 
graduating college,



And with no plan, no system and no strategy, I 
made my first trade with my first paycheck



Shortly after that, I lost my job. 



On top of that, I lost big in the markets 
because I didn’t know what I was doing



But I kept at it, picked up the pieces and was 
lucky enough to get a Government job



Shortly after, my grandfather passed 
away from a brain tumor in 2010



Having lost my only mentor in the markets, 
I started to doubt my own success



I wanted to do something different and 
clear my mind,



So, I took a calculated risk and volunteered to 
serve a Civilian Engineer in a warzone



This is what really started my personal 
transformation…



There were rocket attacks on the base daily



We even lost some US Army Corps 
personnel



It was being faced with the real possibility 
of death on the job,



That I got my big epiphany moment and 
realized the legacy I wanted to leave, 



I didn’t know much else, but I knew I 
wanted to be known for teaching trading



I was so grateful to return in one piece 
thanks to the US Service Members,



I gave away free trade education to Service 
Members & Veterans, and we still do today



Once I got the best knowledge, I knew immediately 
I could begin to help millions of people



And I got to meet some of the smartest people 
in the Industry along the way



So, I went all in and sold my house to raise 
money for this idea I’m about to share



So that’s my short story which brings us 
to next phase, system development…



▪ System Overview

• 3 step Process to Swing Trading
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• Alert Highlights / Results



The first big picture thing is 
the process,



1. Find the best opportunity

2. Make ONLY the best trade

3. Automate your exit

3-step Process



The strategy is mainly based on the 
ROI Equation,



General ROI Equation:



ROI = f [ ( Pos. Size )  x  ( Pos. Mmgt.) x ( Security ) ] 

General ROI Equation



Theory is important,



But execution is everything and you 
must be tracking your numbers 



We track four trade metrics to measure 
performance…



• Return on Investment (ROI)

• Average Hold Time

• Win / Loss Percentage

• Reward to Risk Ratio

Four Trade Metrics 



ROI: +112.23 %  

Win / Loss Ratio : 45.3% / 54.7%

Avg hold time: 20.76 days

Reward to Risk Ratio: 2.12 :1

Trades: 52

2021 Key Performance Metrics



Last half of 2021



First half of 2021



ROI: +183.98 % 

Win / Loss Ratio : 61.5% / 38.5%

Avg hold time: 11.54 days

Reward to Risk Ratio: 1.46:1

Trades: 52

2020 Key Performance Metrics



Last half of 2020



First half of 2020



We created a strategy and system to 
make this simple and stress free



It has consistent inputs and 
consistent outputs



The fastest way to learn this is to 
access and leverage our systems



It comes at a premium because we 
are a boutique educational company



We are hands on, and I’ll be directly 
involved in plan development



We’ve standardized things with 
checklists, templates and SOP’s 



Here’s some of the results our 
clients are getting…



Natalia’s a Mother of 3 and can’t 
spend much time trading

• Started with a small amount

• Spends 4 minutes a week

• Up +260% in 12 months!

Natalia Krause



• Simple

• Stress free 

• Timesaving

• Lucrative

This can be…



SL Trading

• SL Trading is a proprietary 
trading firm specializing in 
commodities

• 30 years industry experience and 
they use our strategy to trade 
commodities

“We use this strategy to increase trade 
confidence and lower stress”



It’s unlikely you’ll be able to create 
a similar system & strategy without 
investing a lot of time and money



Nick is a father of 2 and has a 
full-time job as an Engineer

• Had little trading experience 
coming in

• Spends about 15 minutes a 
week doing this

• Up +180% in 18 mo.

Nick Antrilli



Here’s some example trade highlights…



Here’s some example trade highlights…



Here’s some example trade highlights…



Are you excited about what you 
learned?

Let me ask you a few questions…



Do you feel overwhelmed because 
we’ve covered so much?



Does it feel like trying to drink 
from a fire hose right now?



Is it OK if I go over some special offers to 
help you trade stress-free in 4 minutes a 
week and double your accounts fast?



Ok, here’s the offers…



TIP’s Mastermind Access $50,000 value

TIP’s Advanced Trading Course

TIP’s System Access + Support 

$15,000 valueSix One on One Coaching Calls

$6,000 value

$3,000 value



TIP’s Mastermind Access (1 year) $50,000 value

• ‘Seat at the table’ @ 8PM EST Thursdays

• Behind scenes of alert research

• Live Q&A, weekly text alerts

• All system / screener access + support



• Personalized trade plan buildout 

• Risk Management Plan development

• Mindset coaching / managing emotions

• Screener Demo & ongoing support

$15,000 valueSix One on One Coaching Calls



• Stock screener access (1 year)

• Software Access (Lifetime)

• Text support (1 year)

• One 30 min. strategy session

TIP’s System Access + Support $6,000 value



• Six-week trading course

• Lifetime Software Access

• Plan & Trade Tracker Templates

• 10-pt trade qualifying checklist 

TIP’s Advanced Trading Course $3,000 value



• More free time

• More clarity in decisions

• Better understanding

• Improved quality of life

Benefits



TIP’s System Access + Support 

$6,000 value
Buy it now for $4,000

• 30-min. strategy session

• System Access*

• Lifetime Main Course Access 
• Pattern Trading Course Access 

• Trading Toolset
• Plan template / Trade Template
• 10 pt. Qualifying Checklists 
• Interest Calc 

*Trade system comes with instant access

Fast action bonus 
First 10 traders get 

$2,000 off

Access the 

offer here

https://www.dkope.com/optino9ary8vu


1. Continue with current strategy and system and 
get same results

2. Opt-in to TIP system access + text support and 
get the best information fast (recommended)

3. Gain Mastermind Access or book the one-on-
one calls (highly recommended)

Options



TIP’s System Access + Support 

$6,000 value
Buy it now for $4,000

• 30-min. strategy session

• System Access*

• Lifetime Main Course Access 
• Pattern Trading Course Access 

• Trading Toolset
• Plan template / Trade Template
• 10 pt. Qualifying Checklists 
• Interest Calc 

*Trade system comes with instant access

Fast action bonus 
First 10 traders get 

$2,000 off

Access the 

offer here

https://www.dkope.com/optino9ary8vu


• Higher returns short-term

• Changed life and habits

• Stress-free living sooner!

Benefits of Acting Sooner



TIP’s System Access + Support 

$6,000 value
Buy it now for $4,000

• 30-min. strategy session

• System Access*

• Lifetime Main Course Access 
• Pattern Trading Course Access 

• Trading Toolset
• Plan template / Trade Template
• 10 pt. Qualifying Checklists 
• Interest Calc 

*Trade system comes with instant access

Fast action bonus 
First 10 traders get 

$2,000 off

Access the 

offer here

https://www.dkope.com/optino9ary8vu
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